
POMPPA COLLECTION 2018-2019

PerusPomppa is the first model designed by Pomppa. It was de-
signed as an all-dog coat that protects and keeps your dog warm, 
without restricting movement. Its waterproof outer fabric and an 
anti-static teddy lining will keep your dog dry and warm, be it rain, 
slush or freezing temperatures.   

ToppaPomppa is a plump and covering winter coat. Its waterproof 
outer fabric, soft teddy lining and well-insulating wadding will keep 
your dog warm even when the temperature is freezing. High-quality 
materials, a generous sizing and large rear panels ensure that your 
dog will stay warm also during breaks and waiting in the car.

KevytPomppa is a shell jacket that protects the dog from rain and 
wind. Its outer fabric is waterproof and durable. The lining is made 
of thin, soft and anti-static fur fleece. The easy-to-use mid-season 
jacket’s functional materials and good fit will keep your dog warm 
and dry.
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JumppaPomppa is a pull-on dog sweater, which is easy to put on 
and comfortable to use. The backside is made of anti-static knitted 
plush, and the bottom part of water-repellent thermal tricot fabric. 
Reflectors are placed along the side seams. Jumppa can be used 
under a Pomppa coat or by itself.

SadePomppa is a dog rain coat for all-year use. Its light but durable 
and waterproof fabric will keep your dog dry. The lining is made of 
a smooth and anti-static material that won’t absorb moisture. Light 
materials and the well-fitting design of SadePomppa will ensure that
your dog won’t notice the rain or the coat.
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Notice! There may be variation in Colors depending on your screen.
Notice! Pomppa will launch this collection in September 2018. Publishing, advertising or selling any part of it before that is forbidden.



POMPPA COLORS 2018-2019
PerusPomppa, ToppaPomppa, KevytPomppa and SadePomppa
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Dandelion

Notice! There may be variation in Colors depending on your screen.
Notice! Pomppa will launch this collection in September 2018. Publishing, advertising or selling any part of it before that is forbidden.
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Notice! There may be variation in Colors depending on your screen.
Notice! Pomppa will launch this collection in September 2018. Publishing, advertising or selling any part of it before that is forbidden.



POMPPA PATTERN 2018-2019
PerusPomppa, ToppaPomppa, KevytPomppa and SadePomppa

The year 2018 is particularly important for 

Pomppa. Our company will turn ten!

In honour of the celebration, we are introducing the Kymppi 

print – an unprecedented combination of colours and letters. 

The print is designed by Pomppa, and the name Kymppi

means ten in Finnish, which of course refers to the jubilee 

year. In fact, the entire print consists of the words Kymppi 

and Pomppa, and the partially overlapping letters form a

surface consisting of different colour areas. 

The print consists of eight colours in total. They are for the 

most part colours of the season 2018–2019, but there are 

also some other colours, such as the beloved pink. Each 

KymppiPomppa is unique, since the colours depend on 

which part of the print has been used. 

No two KymppiPomppa coats are the same!
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The large-patterned print will look different 
depending on the size of the product. See above 
for illustrating examples in sizes 25, 40 and 75. 


